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To characterize the lamp sensor sensitivity across power

levels, we performed an experiment with a hanging lamp

sensor to measure the SNR with a 6ft.-tall person under

the lamp. Each detection consisted of the target passing

through the entire detection field of the lamp sensor yielding

a peak-to-peak differential output voltage. Each detection

was repeated 5 times for each dimming level. Also, at each

dimming level, the windowed noise floor was measured in

the time-domain by taking the average ac rms voltage from

15 5-second windows with no target. The noise window

length was chosen to match the time it took to fully walk

in and out of the detection field. The noise experiments

were repeated after the entire first trial and these data were

averaged into the first data set in order to minimize the

effect of long-term changes in noise levels. The results are

presented in Figures 9 and 10. SNR here is defined as the

peak-to-peak detection voltage of the human target divided

by the ac rms windowed noise voltage in the absence of a

detection.

The signal from the lamp sensor increases to follow the

bulb I-V characteristic curve so that it shows a maximum

around 25% lamp power as shown in Figure 9. However,

the sensitivity of the lamp sensor is quantified by the SNR.

Because the dominant noise originates in the bulbs and

ballast, we might expect it to also vary with the lamp power

[1]–[4]. The SNR plot across lamp power levels in Figure

10, shows that the sensitivity actually shows a maximum

around 40% lamp power. Such SNR characterizations will be

necessary for the designer to determine at which power levels

detection is possible. In this experiment, we have shown a

situation in which detection is easily possible even at 1.3%
(minimum) lamp power.

B. Characterization of Non-idealities

Characterization of output voltage offsets and transients

when switching between the dim and bright power levels

are necessary for the design of auto-calibration and detection

algorithms. Despite correcting for phase errors, there are still

measurable offsets in the lamp sensor output voltage when

switching between dimming levels. These offsets may be

due to differences in the voltage profiles of the two bulbs

as they are dimmed or due to un-corrected phase errors

across dimming frequencies. Figure 11 shows a plot of the

output voltage when repeatedly switching between dimming

levels. For these particular bulbs and dimming levels (8.1%
and 59.4%), the difference between output voltage offsets

is about 40mV. The plot shows two important features.

First, the offsets are repeatable. That is, when switching

back to a dimming level, the output offset will be the same

as it was the last time (ignoring drift). Second, there is a

consistent transient after each switch, after which the output

voltage flattens. The output voltage offsets and transients will

determine the baselines for detection in the auto-dimming

system. Deviations from the baselines will correspond to

detections.

Characterization of output voltage drift ensures repeatable

Fig. 8. A curve fit of the rms bulb voltage plotted against lamp power
(which increases with rms current) shows the familiar negative incremental

resistance of the bulb.

Fig. 9. A curve fit of the detection signal bulb voltage plotted against
lamp power.

Fig. 10. A curve fit of the SNR plotted against lamp power shows a
maximum SNR around 40% power.

Fig. 11. The lamp sensor output voltage for repeated switching between
dimming levels. The two lamp power levels in this example are 8.1%(dim)

and 59.4% (bright).
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detection and triggering over time. Figures 12(a) and 12(b)

show typical output voltage drift over a period of 60 minutes

(long-term) and 3.5 minutes (short-term) respectively for the

low lamp power level (8.1%). This data can be used to

determine detection bands around the baselines to account

for drift. We know from previous experiments, that several

mechanisms contribute to drift including sources in the

ballast and lamp [1]–[4]. Therefore, we may speculate that

warming and cooling of the bulbs yields slowly varying

asymmetries between the two signal sources that appear as

differential modulations of the measured signal.

(a) An example long-term drift output voltage plot; 17mV in 60min.

(b) An example short-term drift output voltage plot; 6mV in 3.5min.

C. Auto-calibration, Detection and Demonstration

This section shows how to use the characterization of non-

idealities to implement an auto-dimming lamp. A screenshot

of the output display from the prototype auto-dimming lamp

is shown in Figure 13. The screen shot shows two different

baselines for when the lamp is bright (59.4% lamp power)

and dim (8.1% lamp power) respectively. The baselines are

the approximate output voltage in the absence of detection

and they are different because of the offsets described above.

The two baselines are generated during the auto-calibration

which takes place on start-up. The auto-calibration procedure

uses the information gained from characterizing the output

voltage offsets and transients when switching between dim-

ming levels. The first auto-calibration procedure used was

as follows. In the absence of a detection, the lamp is first

brightened and the output voltage is measured. The first

80 points (about 6 seconds) are discarded as part of the

switching transient depicted in Figure 11 and the remaining

20 points (about 1.5 seconds) are averaged. This average

becomes the “bright baseline”. The lamp is then dimmed and

the procedure is repeated to generate the “dimmed baseline.”
The detection algorithm uses the information gained from

characterizing the output voltage offsets and drift. The de-

tection algorithm used here was as follows. When the lamp

is dimmed, if the output voltage deviates from the dimmed

baseline by more than +/-17mV and the deviation persists

for more than 200ms, then the lamp is undimmed. When the

lamp is brightened, if the output voltage returns to within

10mV of the bright baseline and this persists for more than

200ms, the lamp is dimmed again. The turn-on deviation

level (17mV) is greater than the turn-off level (10mV) to

discourage multiple transitions. The timing delays serve at

least 2 purposes. First, when the target passes under the lamp,

it is possible for the output to reach the baseline if the target

is symmetrically positioned below the center of the lamp.

The delay in this case means that the target must not only be

carefully positioned under the lamp but it must stay that way

for a little while. Second, the delay adds further protection

against multiple transitions when the output voltage is slowly

varying.

More advanced auto-calibration procedures will make the

auto-dimmer more robust and more sensitive. One obvious

improvement would be to store the transient of the output

voltage after switching between dimming levels and use this

to adjust the baselines in real-time after switches. More

advanced detection algorithms will also improve robustness

and sensitivity. For instance, it may be possible to not only

constrain the deviation from the baseline, but also the time

derivative of the deviation. If the deviation is small, but the

combination of the time derivative and the deviation is unlike

any drift or noise expected from the lamp sensor, then it may

be possible to rule that as a detection. Ultimately, we have

the advantage that a “false-positive” detection is not tragic.

Therefore, in our detection algorithms we may lean toward

avoiding missed detections at the expense of a higher rate

of false-positives.

IV. QUASISTATIC FM WIRELESS LINK

This section details the design and performance of the

quasistatic wireless link for communication between adja-

cent lamps. By communicating with neighboring lamps, a

Fig. 12. Example Drift Plots for the Lamp Sensor output voltage. Both
plots show data taken for a lamp power level of 8.1% (dim).

Fig. 13. This plot is a screenshot of the display for the autodimmer. It
shows the output voltage varying with the target and the two different

baselines taken from the auto-calibration. Jumps in the output voltage can
be used to determine when the lamp dimmed or brightened.
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energy consumption with very fine-grain measurements of

occupancy. The demand-side energy management system

uses fluorescent lamp sensors interfaced with dimming bal-

lasts. The system in this paper demonstrated high-sensitivity

(SNR) even with the lamps dimmed to only 1.3% of the

maximum lamp power. This implies a 98.7% power savings

for each lamp while it is dimmed. Furthermore, we were

able to network the lamps using a wireless link that re-used

the ballast action and the same electric field measurement

techniques that the lamp sensor used. Finally, we have

provided guidelines for the system designer to determine

critical system characterizations in order to implement a

network of auto-dimming lamps. For the system described

in this paper, the most important system specifications are

shown in Table V. In the table, the lamp height and electrode

configuration are also recorded. Refer to Figure 2 for details

of the electrode configuration.

TABLE II
DEMONSTRATED AUTO-DIMMING LAMP PERFORMANCE

Spec Value
Lamp Height 7ft. 4in.

Electrode Depth 5in.
Electrode Spacing 38in.

Min. Lamp Power for Detection 1.3% (420mW)
Min. SNR 750Vp-p/Vrms
Max. SNR 4200Vp-p/Vrms

Min. SNR Lamp Power 1.3%
Max. SNR Lamp Power 38%

Typ. 60 min. drift 17mV
Typ. 3.5 min. drift 6mV

Link end-to-end range 3ft. 8in.
Link 45◦ range 2ft. 3in.

Link Broad-side range 2ft. 11in.
Link Bandwidth 43Hz
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